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                                        CHINANET-BACKBONE No.31
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                                Whois 详细信息

                            

                            
                                
                                    
aut-num:        4134
as-name:        CHINANET-BACKBONE
descr:          No.31,Jin-rong Street
descr:          Beijing
descr:          100032
country:        CN
remarks:        for backbone of chinanet
admin-c:        CH93-AP
tech-c:         CH93-AP
abuse-c:        AC1573-AP
mnt-lower:      MAINT-CHINANET
mnt-routes:     MAINT-CHINANET
mnt-by:         APNIC-HM
mnt-irt:        IRT-CHINANET-CN
last-modified:  2021-06-15T08:05:05Z
source:         APNIC

                                

                            

                        

                        
                    

                    
                       


                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                IPv4 地址范围

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        	IPv4 地址段	描述	IP 数量
	1.48.0.0/15	CHINANET GUIZHOU PROVINCE NETWORK 	131072
	1.50.0.0/16	CHINANET ningxia province network 	65536
	1.68.0.0/14	CHINANET SHANXI PROVINCE NETWORK 	262144
	1.80.0.0/13	CHINANET SHAANXI PROVINCE NETWORK 	524288
	1.180.0.0/14	CHINANET NeiMengGu province network 	262144
	1.192.0.0/13	CHINANET henan province network 	524288
	1.204.0.0/14	CHINANET GUIZHOU PROVINCE NETWORK 	262144
	14.16.0.0/12	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	1048576
	14.104.0.0/13	CHINANET Chongqing Province Network 	524288
	14.112.0.0/12	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	1048576
	14.134.0.0/15	CHINANET ningxia province network 	131072
	14.144.0.0/12	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	1048576
	14.208.0.0/12	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	1048576
	27.16.0.0/12	CHINANET Hubei province network 	1048576
	27.54.224.0/19	Anhui Easy-speed Network Technology Co., Ltd. 	8192
	27.128.0.0/15	CHINANET hebei province network 	131072
	27.148.0.0/14	CHINANET FUJIAN PROVINCE NETWORK 	262144
	27.152.0.0/13	CHINANET FUJIAN PROVINCE NETWORK 	524288
	27.184.0.0/13	CHINANET hebei province network 	524288
	27.224.0.0/14	CHINANET Gansu province network 	262144
	36.1.0.0/16	China Telecom 	65536
	36.4.0.0/14	CHINANET Anhui province network 	262144
	36.16.0.0/12	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	1048576
	36.40.0.0/14	CHINANET SHAANXI PROVINCE NETWORK 	262144
	36.44.0.0/15	CHINANET SHAANXI PROVINCE NETWORK 	131072
	36.46.0.0/16	CHINANET SHAANXI PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	36.47.0.0/16	CHINANET SHAANXI PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	36.48.0.0/16	CHINANET Jilin province network 	65536
	36.49.0.0/16	CHINANET Jilin province network 	65536
	36.56.0.0/14	CHINANET Anhui province network 	262144
	36.60.0.0/15	CHINANET Anhui province network 	131072
	36.60.0.0/15	CHINANET Anhui province network 	131072
	36.62.0.0/15	CHINANET Anhui province network 	131072
	36.96.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.97.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.98.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.99.0.0/16	CHINANET henan province network 	65536
	36.100.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.100.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.101.0.0/16	CHINANET HAINAN PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	36.102.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.102.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.103.0.0/16	CHINANET ningxia province network 	65536
	36.104.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.105.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.106.0.0/16	CHINANET TIANJIN PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	36.107.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.107.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.108.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.109.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.109.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.111.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	36.111.72.0/21	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	2048
	36.112.13.0/24	CHINANET Beijing province network 	256
	36.113.0.0/16	CHINANET Zhejiang province network 	65536
	42.88.0.0/15	CHINANET Gansu province network 	131072
	42.90.0.0/15	CHINANET Gansu province network 	131072
	42.90.0.0/15	CHINANET Gansu province network 	131072
	42.92.0.0/15	CHINANET Gansu province network 	131072
	42.94.0.0/16	CHINANET Gansu province network 	65536
	42.95.0.0/16	CHINANET Gansu province network 	65536
	42.97.0.0/16	CHINANET Jilin province network 	65536
	42.99.0.0/18	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	16384
	42.100.0.0/15	CHINANET HEILONGJIANG PROVINCE NETWORK 	131072
	42.102.0.0/16	CHINANET HEILONGJIANG PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	42.103.0.0/16	CHINANET HEILONGJIANG PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	42.184.0.0/16	CHINANET HEILONGJIANG PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	42.184.0.0/16	CHINANET HEILONGJIANG PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	42.185.0.0/16	CHINANET HEILONGJIANG PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	42.202.0.0/15	CHINANET Liaoning province network 	131072
	42.242.0.0/15	CHINANET YunNan PROVINCE NETWORK 	131072
	42.248.0.0/15	CHINANET Liaoning province network 	131072
	49.64.0.0/11	CHINANET jiangsu province network 	2097152
	49.90.0.0/15	CHINANET jiangsu province network 	131072
	49.112.0.0/13	CHINANET xinjiang province network 	524288
	58.42.0.0/16	CHINANET Guizhou province network 	65536
	58.43.0.0/16	CHINANET Chongqing province network 	65536
	58.44.0.0/14	CHINANET Hunan province network 	262144
	58.48.0.0/13	CHINANET Hubei province network 	524288
	58.56.0.0/15	CHINANET SHANDONG PROVINCE NETWORK 	131072
	58.58.0.0/16	CHINANET SHANDONG PROVINCE NETWORK 	65536
	58.59.0.0/17	CHINANET SHANDONG PROVINCE NETWORK 	32768
	58.59.128.0/17	CHINANET Guangxi province network 	32768
	58.60.0.0/14	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	262144
	58.66.0.0/15	World Crossing Telecom(GuangZhou) Ltd.	131072
	58.99.128.0/17	CNISP-Union Technology (Beijing) Co., Ltd 	32768
	58.208.0.0/12	CHINANET jiangsu province network 	1048576
	58.100.0.0/15	Huashu media&Network Limited 	131072
	59.32.0.0/13	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	524288
	59.40.0.0/15	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	131072
	58.215.13.0/24	CHINANET jiangsu province network 	256
	58.215.13.0/24	CHINANET jiangsu province network 	256
	59.42.0.0/16	CHINANET Guangdong province network 	65536
	59.44.0.0/14	CHINANET liaoning province network 	262144
	59.43.48.0/22	None	1024
	59.48.0.0/16	CHINANET Shanxi province network 	65536
	59.49.0.0/17	CHINANET Shanxi province network 	32768
	59.49.128.0/17	CHINANET hainan province network 	32768
	59.50.0.0/16	CHINANET hainan province network 	65536
	59.51.0.0/17	CHINANET Hunan province network 	32768
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                                IPv6 地址范围

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        	IPv6 地址段	描述
	2400:9380:8001::/48	Chinatelecom global limit 38/F., DAH SING Financial Center, 108 Gloucester Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
	2400:9380:8003::/48	Chinatelecom global limit 38/F., DAH SING Financial Center, 108 Gloucester Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
	2400:9380:8020::/48	Chinatelecom global litie Singpore site
	2400:9380:8021::/48	Chinatelecom global litie Singpore site
	2400:9380:8030::/48	Chinatelecom global litie Austrilia  site
	2400:9380:8040::/48	Chinatelecom global litie Japan site
	2400:9380:8140::/48	China Telecom Global Limited 
	2400:9380:8201::/48	China Telecom Global Limited 
	2400:9380:8301::/48	China Telecom Global Limited 
	2400:9380:8221::/48	China Telecom Global Limited 
	240e::/20	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e::/24	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:1::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	2406:8500::/32	Guangdong Information Center
	240e:1:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:2::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:7::/32	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:9::/32	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:b::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:b:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:12::/32	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:14::/31	None
	240e:1c::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:24:8000::/34	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:2c:8000::/34	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:41::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:41:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:42::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:42:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:43::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:43:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:44::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:44:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:45:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:46::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:46:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:47::/32	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:48::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:48:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:49::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:49:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4a::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4a:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4b::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4b:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4c::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4c:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4d::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4d:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4e::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4e:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4f::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:4f:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:50::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:50:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:51::/32	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:52::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:52:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:53::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:53:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:54::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:54:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:55::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:55:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:56::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:56:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:57::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:57:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5a::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5a:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5b::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5b:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5c::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5c:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5d::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5d:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5e::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5e:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5f::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:5f:8000::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:60::/30	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:64::/32	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:84::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:86::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:88::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:8a::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:8c::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:8e::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:90::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:92::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:96::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:98::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:9a::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:9c::/30	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a0::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a2::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a4::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a6::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a8::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:aa::/31	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
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                                SWISS-KRONO-AS - SWISS KRONO sp. z o.o.
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                                COI - Centralny Osrodek Informatyki
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                                TEFINCOMHOST-AS-AP Packethub s.a.
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